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I. Introduction

Today, model-based techniques are rapidly appearing in various tools and approaches of IT system and
service management. As a major element of this transition, more and more enterprise systems are being
equipped with a central Configuration Management System that stores and maintains central configu-
ration and structural models of physical and logical infrastructure components and their relationships.
With the model of the IT infrastructure it is possible to validate the correctness of the infrastructure
by performing analysis on the model itself. Models can be represented as typed graphs, thus methods
from graph theory can be used to evaluate the IT infrastructure.

In the last decade the mathematical theory of networks i.e. graph theory has been one of the fastest
developing areas of mathematics. Many new challenges emerged with the spread of large infrastructure
networks (e.g. the Internet), that conventional graph theory methods cannot be dealt with. For instance,
how to determine average neighborhood degree of computers in an IT infrastructure network, that
is not know explicitly. Data needs to be collected by indirect methods like random local sampling.
Mathematical background of large graphs can be found in [1].

A proof of correctness of technical solution for local sampling based estimation of global metrics
is performed by means of large graphs theory. Sampling facilitates approximation of property and
parameter, based on data from a small representative fragment, thus avoiding the necessity of global
and complete measurements.

For example, it is possible to approximate the average neighborhood degree of computers and topo-
logical fault tolerance of a subsystem.

II. Graphs and Models and System Management

A. Configuration Management Database (CMDB)

A CMDB stores Configuration Items (CIs), their attributes and their mutual relationships with the
intent to consolidate the configuration information stored in diverse tools into a single datasource with
a harmonized data model. This way, relationships between CIs from different sources can be captured
and tracked. For instance, a service level communication relationship can be explicitly mapped to
network resources.

A properly maintained CMDB is essentially a runtime configuration model that can be readily uti-
lized for the purposes of model-driven system management.

B. IT Infrastructure Topology Model as a Graph

The CMDB stores both the instance model and the metamodel of the infrastructure. Both models can
be represented using conventional graph theory notations.

A metamodel describes the syntax of a modeling language. Formally, it can be represented with a
type graph. Nodes of the graph are called classes. The classes may have attributes, properties of the
specified class. Associations define relations between classes and are represented with an edge in the
type graph.

An instance model describes a specific system defined in a modeling language as a well-formed
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instance of the metamodel. The instance model can be represented with a typed graph (typed over the
metamodel). The nodes and edges are called objects and links; they are the instances of classes and
associations, respectively.

For example, an instance model of an infrastructure can be represented as a graph, where nodes are
the servers and edges are physical communication between the servers (we refer to this graph as the
physical infrastructure graph). Another example is the transitive closure of the physical infrastructure
graph (we refer to it as the logical infrastructure map). Note that if the physical infrastructure map is
connected the logical infrastructure will be a full graph (clique). It is also possible to set edge weights
in this graph to represent maximum bandwidth between nodes.

Typical IT Infrastructures are very large and complex, thus the typed graph of the physical and
logical IT infrastructure model is huge. In this way many conventional graph algorithms fail due to the
complexity.

C. Typical IT Infrastructure Patterns
The most important System Management task is discovery. Every other system management process
uses the information on the IT infrastructure (e.g. topological dependency) populated into the CMDB
by the discovery process. My previous work on discovery methods and CMDB population techniques
can be found in [3].

In my I other previous work [2] I used flow based discovery methods (i.e. IP layer communica-
tion) to build and maintain the model of the physical and logical computer network in real time. The
presented framework identifies typical IT infrastructure patterns automatically and tracks the match-
ing set of these patterns also in real time. Thus for example, the framework can be used to track the
matching of typical infrastructure pattern instances in the model, like 3-tier architectures. Furthermore
the framework can export and import the model from and into any other CMDB solution (e.g. IBM
TADDM), even in real time and incrementally, and any other discovery method can be implemented
(as a plug-in).

III. Fundamentals of Large Graph Theory

Mathematical background of large graphs can be found in [1]. Large graphs are either graphs that are
not known explicitly or for a practical reason we consider the number of nodes infinite. Two types of
large graphs are distinguished:
• Dense Graphs are graphs where the number of edges are O(n2) where n is the (estimated) num-

ber of nodes,
• Bounded Degree Graphs or sparse graphs are graphs where every node has bounded number of

neighbors (if d is the maximum degree of a node in, the graph the number of edges are at most
nd).

Sparse graphs show similarities with the Internet and most network build upon. Thus for the practical
point of view the theory of bounded degree graphs is more interesting. However theoretical results of
dense graphs are more complete.

Algorithms of very large graphs do not use the graph in an explicit from, data is collected indirectly,
for instance, by local sampling. To obtain a parameter of a large graph, a smaller sampled subgraph is
studied.

A. Sampling a Graph
In the dense case, random n node of a graph are selected, then the random induced subgraph is taken.
It is called subgraph sampling.

In the sparse case, neighborhood sampling is used. Random node v ∈ V (G) is taken, and explore its
neighborhood to a given depth r (radius). This graph is called the r-ball (BG(v, r)).

Note that if a global boundary exists for the degree of nodes, for a given m the number of possible
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m-balls is finite. Also note that for every rooted graph F with bounded degree d there is a probability
that the neighborhood sample returns F . Let this distribution denoted by ρG,m(F ).

B. Graph Sequences and Convergence
To introduce infinite graphs first graph sequences needs to be discussed. A graph sequence is a series
of graphs; the easiest practical interpretation is for instance an evolving graph where edges and nodes
are added to the graph continuously.

The sequence of graphs (Gn) with degrees uniformly bounded by d and |V (Gn)| → ∞ is convergent
if the neighborhood densities ρG,m(F ) converge for all m and all finite rooted graphs F [1].

Informally this means an evolving graph is convergent if the densities for all patterns are conver-
gent. In another interpretation a graph is convergent if it contains pi pattern with similar probability.
For instance an evolving IT infrastructure model contains webservices, mailing services, and storage
services with uniform (constant) probability.

C. Parameter and Property Testing
Parameter testing in dense case is function and used to estimate some parameter of a very large graph
G based on a sample graph G[S]. The expectation is that if the sample is sufficiently large enough
the estimated value approximates the parameter with large probability. Formally function f : G → <
is testable if for ∀ε > 0 ∃k ∈ N that if G is a graph with at least k nodes and we select a set X
of k independent uniform random nodes of G, then from a subgraph G[X] induced by them we can
compute an estimate f(G[X]) of f such that P (|f(G)− f(G[X])| > ε) < ε. This equivalent with that
for every convergent graph sequence Gn, f(Gn) also converge.

For example, the average degree of a p2p network (or any dense network) can be estimated by taking
and observing a random induced subgraph. Furthermore the sequence of calculated parameters (on a
convergent graph sequence) also converges.

Property testing in sparse case is when a true or false property needs to be determined for a given
(large) graph (G ∈ P ?) using neighborhood sampling method. Formally graph property P is testable
for graphs Gd globally bounded by d if for ∀ε > 0 there are integers r = r(d, ε) and k = k(d, ε) such
that sampling k neighborhoods of radius r from a graph G with degree bounded by d we can compute
YES or NO so that:

1. if the answer is NO, then G 6∈ P ;

2. if the answer is YES, then at most ε|V (G)| edges can be changed in G to get graph in P .

An important theorem is that if a graph property is preserved by edge and node deletion and disjoint
union, then it is testable for graphs with bounded degrees.

A practical example for sparse graphs (e.g. logical infrastructure model) looks as follows: by taking
random nodes and observing the local neighborhoods properties can be estimated, like every service
are fault tolerant (hasNonFaultTolerantService).

IV. Sampling and Measuring the Infrastructure

In my previous work I presented a framework that builds and maintains the model of the IT infrastruc-
ture mainly by observing IP traffic information. Also a library of typical IT infrastructure patterns is
created. The framework tracks the instances of patterns (the matches of the patterns in the library) in
the infrastructure model in real time.

This framework is used to track the distribution of library patterns and examine that a graph sequence
(evolving model) is convergent or not. Furthermore, if it is convergent properties and parameters are
estimated based on the sample.

The approach presented in this paper looks as follows:
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1. Discovery of the IT infrastructure using flow parsing techniques,

2. Sampling points are chosen randomly, r-neighborhoods (radius) of sample points are explored,

3. Matching of typical IT infrastructure patterns are identified in the model,

4. Graph convergence of pattern distribution densities is examined,

5. Aggregation: instances of pattern matches may aggregated into a single node. In this way a
layered model can be created, where the more aggregated layers contain significantly less nodes,

6. Properties and parameters are calculated if the model is convergent.

It is assumed that majority of the graph can be covered with patterns from the library i.e. typical
IT infrastructure patterns. To examine the graph convergence a vector is created. The n-th element of
the vector is the number of matches of the n-th typical IT infrastructure pattern in the IT infrastructure
model. The graph sequence is convergent if the vector is convergent.

For example, the (0.5, 0.3, 0.15, . . .) (normalized) vector indicates that 50% of the nodes are clients,
with 30% chance we may find non-redundant (simple) webservice, with 15% load-balanced or fault
tolerant webservice, and the rest of the infrastructure cannot be covered with patterns from the library.
If this vector is convergent through time the graph sequence is convergent.

Note that if (limit of the) convergence changes it is a sign. It may indicate malicious activity or
emerging trends.

If the graph sequence is convergent properties and parameters can be approximated from sample.
For example:
• average neighborhood degree of computers
• topological fault tolerance of a network or subgraph

V. Future Work

It is proofed that model of the infrastructure can be sampled, to approximate certain parameters and
properties of the model. This provides a validation of the framework developed and implemented
earlier. Thus (a relevant) model can be built and maintained based on incomplete observations.

Also limitations of this approach is examined: if the graph sequence is not convergent or parameter
or property is not testable this method is not valid. Although it is also a vital information that a graph
sequence is not convergent anymore. It may be a sign of malicious activity for instance. Non testable
properties and parameters are also carry significant information. To calculate such a parameter full
observation of the model is needed, but in an enterprise size network it is almost impossible.

Our main goal in the near future is to create more sophisticated and relevant parameters and proper-
ties that can be approximated from a sample, both in dense and sparse case. For example such metrics
may be the distribution of degrees, to identify important servers.

Significant step may be to transform sparse physical infrastructure topology to a dense graph in
order to approximate more sophisticated metrics. For example, by taking its transitive closure. Also
graphical representation of graphs used by mathematicians (graphon) can be used to represent the IT
infrastructure (e.g. to identify highly correlated subgraphs).
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